Australian and New Zealand Audit of Surgical Mortality: concordance between reported and audited clinical events and delays in management in surgical mortality patients.
The Australian and New Zealand Audit of Surgical Mortality (ANZASM) is a nationwide confidential peer review of deaths associated with surgical care. This study assesses the concordance between treating surgeons and peer reviewers in reporting clinical events and delays in management. This is a retrospective cross-sectional analysis of deaths in 2009 and 2010. Cases that went through the process of submission of details by the surgeon in a structured surgical case form (SCF), first-line assessment (FLA) and a more detailed second-line assessment (SLA) were included. Significant clinical events reported for these patients were categorized and analysed for concordance. Of the 11,303 notifications of death to the ANZASM, 6507 (57.6%) were audited and 685 (10.5%) required the entire review process. Nationally, the most significant events were post-operative complications, poor preoperative assessment and delay to surgery or diagnosis. The SCF submissions reported 338 events, as compared with 1009 and 985 events reported through FLA and SLA, respectively (P = 0.01). Treating surgeons and assessors attributed 29-30% of events to factors outside the surgeon's control. Surgeons felt that delay to surgery or diagnosis was a significant event in 6.6% of cases, in contrast to 20% by assessors (P = 0.01). Preoperative management could be improved in 19% of cases according to surgeons, compared with 45 and 36% according to the assessors (P < 0.001). There is significant discordance between treating surgeons and assessors. This suggests the need for in-depth analysis and possible refinement of the audit process.